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If you would like to join the team and set up a regular (or even occasional!)
feature, please contact the Editor. At the moment this Newsletter is too
much a “one man band”! All contributions are welcome.
CONTACT THE NEWSLETTER
The Newsletter now has its own e-mail contact address, which is :“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”
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We hope we will have a very full ‘in-tray’ each month!
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Gauge 1 News

Any ideas about what we should include, any contributions you may wish to
make about yourself and your interests, any news, recommended hobby
outlets or just a general “Hi” to fellow readers would be very welcome.
It’s your Newsletter! Use it.
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NEWSLETTER POLICY

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

All article text and photographs are by the authors except for images for “The
Funnies” which are drawn from the internet and are, with our apologies,
original source unknown.

Should we, inadvertently, have infringed your copyright please accept our
apologies, let us know and we will publish an appropriate acknowledgement
and apology in the next available issue.

IT’S UP TO YOU

This Newsletter is freely distributed to regular subscribers and is available
to download through Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s web site. Some
of our information is derived from the internet and we try to acknowledge
sources where ever we can. However, it is not always possible to trace
original sources with the limited facilities that we have and apologise
unreservedly in advance for any oversight.
As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway
modelling.
MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any
part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish to
use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy.
With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in
return.
COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING

This Newsletter relies for its content on material supplied by its readers and
no-one else. It does not ‘pick up’ on articles in other publications, it does not
syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions other than those
of its readers.

You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ …. let us know
what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have any ideas
about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or don’t like
about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to You” or to
the Editor direct at…….

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”

Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article,
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified.
AND FINALLY
This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional’ obligation to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
Newsletter is proud to play its part.
No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.
—————————————————————

railway modellers when they tend to retreat to their ‘man caves’ and indulge

EDITORIAL

in an inordinate amount of rummaging. Sometimes they even do something
Another new issue and another new month!

constructive!

It was only the day before yesterday that the kids broke up for their summer

It’s very nearly time for breaking out those “winter projects” that we’ve been

holidays, Easter couldn’t have been more than a fortnight ago and I swear I

promising ourselves we’ll finish this year come hell or high water! For those

can still taste the Christmas pudding! How can it possibly be September

of you, who like me, have a cupboard full (and then some!) of such ‘round to

already?

its’, it’s almost time to sift through what we’ve got and select those projects
we might actually finish this year. As for the rest? Well, they’ve waited this

Have we already had the school holidays? I seem to remember

long. Another year in the cupboard won’t hurt!

grandchildren ‘getting underfoot’ from time to time, but a week at the
caravan (in mid-Wales) with them included trips to the beach, watching the

Ah, but it is also “show season” and, no doubt, you’ll be snapping up those

red kites being fed and a trip to the ‘Welshpool and Llanfair Railway’s” Gala

must have bargains that will be joining those already resident in the dark

Weekend. More on that particular trip next month ….. it really was a

recesses of your ‘projects pending’ hidey-holes!

worthwhile day out!
I hold my hands up.
Have you been on any trips, days out or visits that were, in any way, railway
related? Did you take any photos? If the answer to both questions is “Yes”,

I’m already guilty of doing just that. I bought (I thought) a rather nice HO

then why not pick out the best of your photos and write a few notes about

Mantua 4-6-0 American loco and tender for a fiver (!) and thought it a great

them and send them in? I would really like to produce a ‘compilation article’

bargain ripe for conversion to an On30 loco.

of all the places readers have visited along with readers’ own comments. It
might also serve as part of a useful ‘information pack’ for next year if we

Mmmmm.

post it on MMRG’s website in good time for the summer season……maybe
even produce a “Summer Special” in addition to our ‘normal’ issues. It might

The smoke stack is missing, the axles are 'slightly' buckled on the driving

save some of us considerable hair loss from tearing it out trying to think of

wheels, the motor has obviously had bits removed as spare parts and the

places to go and things to do, especially with the kids/grandkids in mind.

chassis has a twist in it such that three driving wheels on one side of the
loco sit on the rails (promising start!), but only one driving wheel on the

Please help out and support this project if you can. All contributions will be

other side! Lesson learnt. That’s why it was a fiver!!

gratefully received and acknowledged.
The point of the above? Beware of bargains that seem too good to be true
But, as they say, time marches on and we are now heading into the Autumn,

because, in reality, they usually are!

albeit with a last burst of Summer weather promised for part of this month.
This information was supplied by the same organisation that promised us a

Anyone like a really nice coal load I’ve managed to salvage from the tender

‘barbecue summer’ a couple of years ago (which turned out to be the

measuring (approx) 0.6” x 1.3”?

wettest on record!) and ‘no hurricanes’………… I’m not going to hold my
breath!

It’s yours for a fiver!

What I can say, with a high degree of certainty, is that the hours of darkness

Please be patient if your e-mail bid is delayed before it enters my in-tray

are increasing in length and will continue to do so until December 21st. After

………. I am expecting a flood of offers!

that date, the hours of daylight will increase…..slowly! This period of
increased darkness induces a kind of ‘hibernation’ response amongst

Hope you enjoy the rest of the Newsletter.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
supports the development of

“MegaPoint Controllers”
through the On30 Group
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ROARING CAMPS RAILROAD

War battles and encampment weekend. Even though we were there early

Dominic Emery

enough the first train was already sold out. The second train reversed into
Whilst we were travelling
through California I found in our

the station after the first had left. Luckily they had doubled the number of
trains so that 15 minutes later we were able board our train.

Motel a brochure for the Roaring Camps Railroads in Felton, California.
(roaringcamp.com). What caught my eye was the picture of a Shay on the
cover. So I talked my girlfriend into a visit the next day. It was the Sunday of

The first train was pulled by Roaring Camp No. 1” Dixiana” a two-truck Shay
weighing 42 tons and built by the Lima Locomotive Works no. 2593 on
October 12th 1912.

Our train was pulled by No. 2 “ Tuolumne” a two-truck Heisler geared loco
weighing 37 tons and was built in 1899 by the Stearns Manufacturing
Company in Erie. Both engines are designated “ National Mechanical
the“Memorial Day Weekend” which is one of the USA's biggest holidays.

Engineering Historical Landmarks”. I can only say that they both looked
great. I did not have time to go around the Depot to see what else was

I wanted to travel
on the Redwood
Forest Steam
Train, a 3 foot
gauge line that
climbs up Bear
mountain through
the giant redwood
forest using vintage
geared steam
locos. The Railway was opened in 1963 with trestle bridges being used to
gain height. These burnt down in 1972 and were replaced with two switch
backs (see ‘Mountain Map’).
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The railways (sorry, railroads)! were hosting an American Civil

hiding there as my girlfriend had planned to go to Monterey.

The engines always face the direction of travel. Using return loops at
Roaring Camp and Bear Mountain. The first train was waiting at the junction
as we arrived at Bear Mountain and carried on down the Mountain as we
arrived in the middle of a small Civil War battle! I thought the photos might
be of interest for the On30 gauge fans. If anyone wants more photos please
get in touch via the editor. A standard gauge diesel hauled train runs from
Roaring Camp to the beach at Santa Cruz, but for me narrow gauge steam
wins every time.

The Heislers are different in that they have a central boiler (so look ‘normal’
from the front) but have a centrally mounted “V” cylinder system ….. usually
two cylinders, but four are not unknown ….. driving a shaft along the centre
line of the locomotive which is, in turn, attached to the front and rear bogie.
Both types were designed to operate on ‘rough’ tracks with sharp curves
that ‘normal’ fixed and rigid wheelbase locomotives simply couldn’t cope
with.

For those of you who have a fascination with these things. I took some
photographs of the unique cylinder arrangement of the Shay. These are
vertical cylinders attached to a crank shaft! With the cylinders mounted only
on one side of the locomotive, the boiler has to be off-set to make room for
them as can be clearly seen from the photograph below. It does tend to
produce a rather ‘lop-sided’ appearance, but the arrangement has been
proven to work well.

A great addition to any train is
this fine example of a Jackson
Sharp combine …… a part
passenger, part baggage car
built in the late C19th.

And for those of you who like
structures, how about these?

From this crank shaft there are two drive shafts running to both the front and
rear bogies where the power is transferred to the wheels by crown and
pinion gearing. This arrangement can be seen in the following photograph at

For more information

the top of the next column. Effectively this creates a reduction gear and

visit the website:-

operates much like a car being permanently set in 1st gear. For a small

“www.roaringcamp.

locomotive, these Shays are surprisingly powerful but could never be

com”

described as ‘greyhounds’! Their top speed is relatively slow but they are
able to haul loads over steeply inclined track without faltering.
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A CRAZY RAILWAY CROSSING?

us about them! ……. maybe they are only to be found in Australia.

Mike Hebblethwaite
There are, of course, many examples of drawbridge arrangements for
railways crossing rivers/harbours/canals where the rails have to be lifted out

OK. So you’ve studied the picture above and, like me, have thought, “No
way! That’s no crossing.” Trains can travel from left to right (and vice versa)

of the way of shipping and other river/harbour/canal traffic. These often
involve the use of a single (sometimes, double) Bascule bridge or some

with no problem. Those rails are on top of the lower rails so they can cross.
Any train using the lower rails is heading for big trouble! Right?

Wrong! This crossing is what is known as a drawbridge crossing. Any train

arrangement by which a section of the bridge is lifted vertically as in the
picture above. Whilst they might be impressive and highly functional they
using the lower rails, in this case the electrified North Coast Line of the

don’t, at first sight, appear to be quite as crazy as the Antipodean example!

Queensland Railway, finds that the ‘upper rails’ (a 2ft gauge sugar
plantation railway) simply lift up out of the way! Ingenious …… and cheaper
to build than a standard diamond crossing.

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“CABOOSE HOBBIES INC”

Anyone fancy building a working one of these on a mixed 00/009 layout? If
you do, let us know. I don’t know of any British, European or
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American examples of this type of crossing ……. if you do, tell

500 South Broadway, Denver, CO 80209, United States
+1 303-777-6766

OVER TO YOU (1)

Allow me, if I may, to answer each of the points you have made ……..

Your column where you have your say.
1) I agree that it would be great to read some practical/personal reviews of
The Editor,

models that readers have bought and actually run on their layouts. The
precise and often technical reviews of locos and rolling stock that you

Many thanks for producing this excellent Newsletter each month. I know

read in the modelling press are all well and good, but they tell you

from my own past experience what a time consuming task it is but, I have to

nothing about what it’s like to own and use it on a home layout. They

say, I never produced anything to match the quality of this publication.

count the rivets, measure the chassis length, wheel spacing, check the
blueprint dimensions but they mean nothing if it is your pride and joy

Congratulations!

‘thundering’ through your Hornby station! Once you have bought the
model (be it loco, wagon, carriage, DMU, whatever) it becomes personal

You’ve asked in several issues for ideas about what the Newsletter should

to you and, if it “fits” your layout, the finer details are irrelevant. It’s that

contain. Here goes with a few of my thoughts :-

“living with a model” kind of review that we need to be reading much
more about.

1) It would be great to read reviews from fellow railway modellers about

2) In truth, very few of us are the ‘greatest railway modellers’! And no

products they have bought and used on their model railways. The

matter how good any of us are, there is always a limit to our skills! Like

mainstream modelling press is all about ‘professional’ reviews. It would

you, I wish there were more contributions from fellow readers about their

be good to have some reviews of items people have actually used and

model railways …… no matter what the standard. There are two things

run on their layouts.

all of us should keep in mind. The first is that no matter how good or bad

2) I’m not the greatest railway modeller and my skills are limited …… it

we think we are at building model railways, we all started from the same

would be great to read about other ‘imperfect’ model railway projects.

place ……….a train set! The second is that we all have much to learn,

I’m all for encouraging people to reach a higher standard but I also need

no matter how good we might think we may be. Couple with that a

reassurance that I am not alone as a ‘basic’ modeller. I am planning to

responsibility I think we all have, which is to return something to the

build a model railway but it will never be good enough to feature in “The

hobby ‘in payment’ for the enjoyment we derive from it, and you have a

Railway Modeller”. That is not why I want to build it! I want to build it for

win-win hobby (in a perfect world) where we can all learn from each

me to enjoy, to experiment and run whatever trains I like. Am I alone?

other and those with more advanced skills help and support those who

Maybe other readers have already built that type of layout. Please do all

are beginning to develop theirs. Articles, at whatever level, are always

you can to encourage them to let the Newsletter know so that people

welcome.

like me can read about them and share their “fun” and pick up a few
ideas.
3) I know that the Newsletter is a Club newsletter and tries to promote the

3) You are right in your assumption that this Newsletter tries to support
Macclesfield Model Railway Group, but as an autonomous publication it
will criticise as well as praise where necessary. It also has an

Club when it can. It also tries (and does it very well!) to support an

“educational” brief and would welcome support from readers who have

interest in all aspects of railway modelling ………. but where is the ’N’

interests in all aspects (and scales) of railway modelling. I would dearly

gauge, the narrow gauge and all the other different sizes and scales?

like to be able to publish articles about readers’ layouts and projects, but

Why can’t we have more articles about layouts?

until such articles are presented to me, sadly, there is nothing I can do.

4) Unfortunately I live too far away to attend your Club meetings, but I think
your suggestion that there could be ‘outings’ for Newsletter readers is a
great idea. It would be great to meet other readers and I can’t think of a

The content of this Newsletter is entirely dependant upon the material
provided by our readership.
4) Although we have a regular readership in excess of 200, there is

better way to meet, talk to and get to know fellow railway modellers. I

something of a ‘family feel’ because of a shared interest in our hobby. It

have sent a few ideas in a separate e-mail. Maybe other readers have

would be great if we could organise opportunities for readers to meet,

some ideas of their own?

share experiences and have a ‘fun time’ in the process. All I can say is
“watch this space”.

I hope I don’t seem too presumptuous but I really do enjoy the hobby and I
do look forward to ‘my’ Newsletter every month.

As for being ‘presumptuous’? You enjoy your hobby and obviously care
about it. Not only that, but you have a concern for the enjoyment of others.

Sincerely yours

Now, if 230+ regular readers could feel the same …………..

Simeon (Simmy) Welland

Thank you for your e-mail ….. you have provided me with ‘food for thought’
and, if you agree to your e-mail and my response being published in full, I

Thank you for your kind comments, Simeon, about the Newsletter, they are

hope they will encourage thought in others.

much appreciated and do help justify, in my own mind, the time I give to the
project! The fact that you refer to it as “my newsletter” expresses the kind of

Continue to enjoy your hobby, it really can be rewarding

ownership I would like all readers to feel. It is, and can only be, what
readers make it through their contributions to its content.

Mike Hebblethwaite (Editor)
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MANY, MANY THANKS
Mike Hebblethwaite (on behalf of MMRG)

So, you ask. Why the photos of an unfinished layout with no locos and no
stock?

Mmmm. There has to be more to this ……..
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And you are quite right! There is more to this!

I, on behalf of the Club, received a phone call from a couple who had

It’s never a pleasant task dismantling a layout that was once someone's

recently bought a house and, on inspecting their ‘new’ loft, discovered they

‘pride and joy’, and this layout was no exception. Whoever had been

had bought more ‘real estate’ than they had bargained for! In it was a model

building it had obviously spent many, many hours doing so and the

railway that was all of 50ft long and 15ft wide. It was incomplete, had no

enjoyment in the project was all too plain to see. Although the layout had

stock or locos and many buildings had obviously been removed …. but the

already been stripped of its ‘best’ features, there was plenty of evidence left

track was there in its entirety!

to show that there was much development yet to come. The box of rails and
the un-sited goods shed in the photo at the top of this page says more than

Rather than just smash it up and send it to the tip, they contacted the Club

words ever can.It was not with any great feelings of joy that we set about
our task.

In one evening I, Alek Adamski and Neil Roberts lifted somewhere in the
region of 100 yards of Peco track, 30 or so points and around the same
number of buildings. We even salvaged what we could of the Hornby ‘Zero
1’ control system (there were even a few ‘spare’ chips that we found!).
Some of you may remember that ‘Zero 1’ was an early fore-runner of DCC
and is now something of a rarity. We’ve not yet had the chance to assess
quite what we’ve been able to salvage ……… watch this space for an update!

The points salvaged are all Peco ‘electro frog’, the majority of which are
‘long’ radius with a few ‘medium’ thrown in for good measure.

Needless to say, the Club now has more than enough track to meet its
and asked if we could find ‘a good home’ for anything that was worth saving
and might be of use to anyone else interested in model railways. What a
refreshing and generous attitude! ….. and how could we turn it down?

immediate needs and we shall soon (after the track is cleaned and repaired/
prepared) be looking for suitable ‘new homes’.

Our thanks to Debbie and Andy for their lucky find and their
generosity.
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CAN YOU GUESS WHY THIS LINE CLOSED?

Clue ….. it has little to do with the undergrowth!

WHEN YOU JUST KNOW IT WON’T FIT!

I suppose it’s one way of creating an open top tour bus!

Oops, somehow, doesn’t quite cover this ………

Aw, come on. It’s only collided with a railway bridge. “Not in service”.
Really??

If you’ve come across anything funny or bizarre as you trawl the
internet, why not send it in? I’m not going to offer you any great prize
for doing so …… just a gold star and your name alongside your

…….. or this.

contribution. Go on. Get trawling!

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“TRIDENT TRAINS”

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre, Crewe
Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire CW5 7LG

“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”

01270 842400
www.tridenttrains.co.uk
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30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY
0161 928 5940
“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

OVER TO YOU (2)

personal and private past-time. My argument is that it does not have to be
totally exclusive.

The Editor,
It matters little whether you have built your model railway for public display
I guess you get a lot of e-mails praising the Newsletter (I don’t - Ed) and I’d
just like to add my thanks to you for a good read every month. I really do

or for exclusive, private use. The point is that, for whatever reason, you
have built it. What is the problem with sharing that with other readers?

look forward to the monthly ‘hit’ in my in box. It’s a good read and I do like
the humour.

With your permission, I would like to be able to publish your e-mail and my
reply, in full, in the “Over to You” column.

I do have a couple of questions for you, though.
In the meantime, I hope you continue to enjoy your hobby and reading
You obviously get out on the exhibition circuits quite a lot with ‘Purgatory

future issues of this Newsletter.

Peak’ and meet a lot of other great modellers. Have you ever asked them to
write about their layouts? I’d love to read about them.

Mike Hebblethwaite
Editor

I don’t want to read about them like in ‘The Railway Modeller’. I would like to
learn more about how they build there models and what they enjoy about

…….AND TWO FROM ALEK ADAMSKI

them. This Newsletter is great for doing that. Can you encourage more of
….. and I’m telling

the good modellers to tell us more about themselves and why they do it?

you, there never
was a bloody

Kind regards

bridge here!
Eddie Shackleton
….. you know that
sign at the side of

Hi Eddie,

the track that said,
“STOP” ……….

Thank you for you kind comments about about the Newsletter, they are
much appreciated and I am encouraged by your comments. It’s always

….. When I said,

good to know that ‘people out there’ actually read and enjoy the Newsletter.

“Why don’t you
In answer to your question, “Yes”, when out on the “exhibition circuit” I do

hook up with your

ask people if they would like to contribute to our Newsletter by telling us

mother?” I didn’t

something about their layouts. I even give them example print outs of this

mean you should

publication. It doesn’t mean they will contribute! You know what they say

hook up the whole bloody train to the telephone network!

….. you can lead a horse to water, but you can’t make it drink! There are so
many modellers ‘out there’ who could (and maybe, should) contribute to

…..If the band on

help us all but, for their own reasons, choose not to. I have to say that I do

the Titanic can

despair at the ‘better’ modellers who choose to ‘model in private’ or only

carry on playing …

display their skills at exhibitions.
…. and the band
However, some generously do contribute. Uno Pfannkuche (from Germany!)

went to great

is a frequent contributor, Johann van Doorn (Holland) has kept us informed

lengths to add

of his activities in 0n30 and there are many other contributors who

‘atmosphere’ to

periodically appear in our Newsletter. Each of them has given something

their renditions of

back to the hobby that provides them with enjoyment, a source of pride and

“Bridge Over

a sense of achievement. They have, perhaps unwittingly, given

Troubled Waters”, “Fiddler on the Roof” and “You Keep Me Hanging On”

encouragement to others but, above all else, they have shared their skills so
that others may learn.

You have said, in your e-mail, that you would love to hear about other
railway modellers, what motivates them and how they go about building
their model railways ….. they are thoughts that echo my own and are a
regular comment in this publication. Railway modelling can be a very

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)
Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North, Poynton,
Cheshire, SK12 1BY
01625 850427
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PROGRESS REPORT FROM GERMANY
Udo Pfannkuche

Hello to you all and I hope you are enjoying your railway modelling.

Here’s an up-date of the progress I have made on my ‘O’ scale layout …..
best told in pictures!

Most of the cobble stones have been laid ….. thousands of them! …. and
details such as manhole covers (to be politically correct, they are personnel
access points! Ed) added.

Sidings are never very glamorous, nor are they always well maintained
(even in Germany? Surely not! Ed). This siding is beginning to show some
signs of neglect and it’s not going to be long before the buffer stop becomes
completely overgrown. Maybe it is time for the ‘Permanent Way’ team to add
this short length of track to their ‘to do’ list!
Wagons can be loaded and unloaded by the crane.
The next couple of pictures show the gantry crane and,
yes, it is fully operational! There will be an article in a
future edition of this Newsletter when Mike figures out
how to download it! (Ooooo. That hurt! But I am looking

Everything must wait its turn and this wagon with its
load of plate steel is no exception. Siller and Jamart
will no doubt unload it in due course!

forward to our exhibition next year to see it in operation.
Ed) I think the photos show that the crane operates along
an ‘X’ and a ‘Y’ axis as well as vertically so that
precise location of the electro magnet can be
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achieved.

(note the appearance of those ‘personnel access
points’ again …. and the weeds that suggest they
have not been used or maintained for some time!

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“CHESHIRE MODELS”
37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield
01625 511646
www.cheshiremods.org.uk

RECOMMENDED MODEL SHOPS (and SUPPLIERS)
It would appear that we’ve been "stuck with" the same ‘recommended
model shops’ for almost 12 months! Are there no model shops in your area
that you would recommend? Less than half our readership lives in the
The ‘end tipper’ is now fully working and the ‘modern art’ back scene is very
much on the ‘to do’ list!

Macclesfield area, but ALL of us travel around the country and abroad. If
you are lucky enough to visit Denver, there is a recommended model shop.
But what if we were to visit Stourbridge, Worcester, Bristol, London,
Glasgow? We have readers in all those areas. Which model shops would
you recommend we visit? Should we fetch up on foreign shores, where
might we find a good model shop in France, Germany, Holland, Belgium,
Spain or even Australia (Melbourne, Sydney, Cairns for example)?

If there is a good model shop or supplier that serves you well, please
recommend them to other readers. Many folks, when they are on holiday,
for example, might appreciate finding that elusive wagon, carriage, loco or
kit. Why not help them by giving them a pointer as to where they might start
their search if they are ever in your ‘neck of the woods’.

Every model shop you recommend is automatically placed on our circulation
list …… and, to date, not one of them has asked to be removed from it! That
says something about the value of your recommendation!

IF YOU ARE NOT RECEIVING YOUR COPY OF THE
NEWSLETTER AS EXPECTED THROUGH YOUR E-MAIL
IN-BOX, I APOLOGISE FOR THE REASONS STATED IN
The water tower is almost complete and preparations are well in hand for
the ‘over head’ electrification of the line. I have been studying many

AUGUST’S EDITION. PLEASE CONTACT ME AND I CAN
THEN RESTORE YOUR E-MAIL DETAILS.

examples and was fascinated by the ‘auto-switching’ of collecting pole
operation I saw at Crich Tramway Museum on my recent visit both on the

Despite the efforts of Microsoft to maximise the

‘real thing’ and on the model tramways on display that weekend.

disruption to the distribution of this Newsletter, I am

It’s those ‘pesky’ manhole

reasonably confident that circulation is now around 95%

covers again! This time

restored. That still leaves around 20 readers whose

embedded in a different

details I’ve not yet managed to restore.

road surface. These have
been the subject of some

That’s 20 readers too many!

maintenance work and
have been reset in cement/
concrete.

Get in touch. Please. Ed
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GAUGE I NEWS ……

THE LAST WORD
That’s it. Another edition done. I hope you’ve enjoyed the read.
As ever, every effort has been made to keep the content as varied as
possible in order to appeal to as many ‘tastes’ as possible, but there has
also been the realism that all things must come to an end.

Dear all

The feature on the dismantling of a model railway is perhaps the saddest
I’ve ever had to write about. The model railway in question was, obviously,

Weather permitting :
David is having a Garden
Party at Keele on Sunday,
18 September 2016 from
12 noon to 6pm.

(builder unknown!) someone’s pride and joy and had taken many, many
hours to build. It was far from complete, but we (the dismantlers) could see
that the project was far from finished and that the end product was likely to
be ‘impressive’, to say the least. None of us derived any pleasure from
dismantling someone’s dream.
I suppose the only saving factors were that we did recognise what we were
consigning to history and that we did recognise what effort had been made.
Even Neil Robertson, a non modeller who helped us, was impressed not
only by the size of the layout, but also by the sheer scale of the project.

Staffs ST5 5AH
There is a large model railway in the garden
which will be functioning, and food and
drinks will be provided.

But then all things come to an end.
We build model railways for all kinds of reasons (in reality, there’s only one
… because we want to!) and there are those that live on after us. I can think
of many superb model railways that lived on far longer than their creators
simply because they were bought and continued their exhibition life long
after their builders had departed this world. Equally, I have known

Link to video of railway is https://youtu.be/
Sio2XkGEGAg
Please let me know if you wish to attend –
and numbers of adults and children 6 to
16 years old.

individuals who have told me about the model railways their grandfathers
had built in their loft/shed/cellar, remember them like they were yesterday,
but have no idea about how they ‘disappeared’ when the builder passed
away.
And, just maybe, that is our real legacy.
The other is that people like Debbie and Andy recognise that there is
something more to be gained than by by just ‘throwing out’ the past. They

Pat
Tel: 01782 516887
Email: pgh87@talktalk.net

gave us the opportunity to salvage what we could before the remainder
went to the tip. The track, some of the buildings and the ‘antique' control
system will, undoubtedly, live on elsewhere.
And that leads me to think, despite the fact that none of us want to, that we
should all carefully think about who we might pass our model railway on to
and why.

Come on folks,
If you can support this event, please do so. These G1 trains are “big”
and truly have a ‘presence’ on the rails. You can even have the
opportunity of ‘driving’ them …. they are all radio controlled!
Stick the date in your diary, gather up the kids and/or grandkids,
contact Pat with relevant numbers and lets help make this their most
successful event …. ever!

We spend an inordinate amount of our spare time building this model
railway for our own enjoyment (and maybe to exhibit it) but spare no thought
as to where it might end up when we reach our own buffer stops. Maybe we
should.
Where would you like your model railway to end up? Who would appreciate

You’ve seen the station, trains and EMU featured in this Newsletter,
why not see them for real?

it? Could it better serve someone else?

It is an event I truly wish I could attend and it is a model railway I will
attend at my earliest opportunity ……. why not ‘beat me to it’ and tell
me all about it!

All I can say is that, after dismantling the layout, I've been given cause for
thought as to what happens to my model railway items after I have done
with them. Maybe it's time for me think more about the future of my model
railway items than it is about my own........and who might benefit/appreciate

Editor
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most from them.
‘Til next month

